
Complete roadmap 
to personal and societal paradigm change

We all breathe the same air.



MISSION STATEMENT - PROJECT UNITY

OPENING DOOR TO THE TRUE REALITY 
UNIFYING PARADIGM BASED ON AN AWARENESS OF THE UNIFIED FIELD

What if you could unlock the door to the true reality, the underlying reality that is behind this reality? 
The true value behind this existence? Imagine for a moment that you could … what do you believe

you would find and how would you hope it will change you?

The society we live in and the paradigm we are all a part of is fast pacing toward it’s limits! 
We have exhausted the basic paradigm on which global society is built upon, which results in a plague of viral pandemics, 
chronic diseases, mental disorders of alarming proportions and general dissatisfaction with the way we define our existence.

The resulting climate is one of conflict, division, war, anxiety and despair, collective depression is looming … all leading to an 
inevitable critical conclusion … it’s time for a paradigm change. 

With a systemic infinite growth paradigm in a world with limited resources without real will or vision and insufficient unity in 
action, we need to start where we always knew we needed to start … changing ourselves, our perception, the way we define 
ourselves and what is our relationship with the world around us. Discover who we really are and how we want to shape this reality 
together. The current civilization is in desperate need of a new myth, a new paradigm in which it wants to shape around it. What 
we need is common ground … ground for all of us to grow and create a new, improved society that is based on unity. 

Mission of Project Unity is to harmonize and unite human society under one common goal 
that would bind us as one in a new, integral and unifying paradigm.

We are one, we are all connected

A lasting and profound paradigm change can only come through awareness change 
that appears can only be triggered by a substantial scientific & experiential evidence … 

an awareness of expanded reality that we haven’t been able to tap into before.



Project Unity is built on the premise of the latest interdisciplinary scientific research of the optimal 
state of perception, self improvement and transcendence. It defines and points to the deep reality 
behind all events that play before our eyes. 

We have the power to alter our perception, we have the ability to alter our learned helplessness. When we learn how to transcend 
the boundaries of the illusionary self, we are able to tap into an unbelievable bliss and unimaginable potential. When we remove 
the veil that separates us from the underlying field of unity, when we learn how to enter the flow, everything changes. 

Even our core values that hold tremendous power over us and have been ingrained in our minds through decades of conditioning 
can be changed. As in any paradigm shift, the reward system shifts its dominant focus. 

And that can only be achieved through education. Educating a new society through a new paradigm, that is both individualy and 
globally sustainable, fulfilling and worth investing our best efforts to improve the condition of humanity and the planet we live on.

We are welcoming everyone to join us on a mission to rediscover and reconnect with Unity. Walk in this world knowing that 
underlying deep base reality is a reality of unbelievable bliss and total connection with everything.

Driven by the intention to share the awareness of the true reality behind the veils of illusionary 
perception, we are inviting you to experience true unity, without separation … experience it yourself. 

Discover & reconnect with Unity



PROJECT UNITY

If asked the question ... 
what is the vision of the future of our society? 

A team of international experts has put together years of research from 
different fields of research in order to come up with the best possible

model on which to build future survival and sustainability. 

WE ARE PRESENTING COMMON SENSE SOLUTION 
FOR PERSONAL & SOCIETAL CHANGE

FROM BOTTOM UP!

INDIVIDUAL LEVEL
A direct and methodical way based on science on how to achieve and educate flow philosophy and universal values arising from it to every individual.

For this purpose we created a complete concept under name “FlowCode” that serves as a roadmap for creation of flow personality.

SOCIETAL LEVEL
A complete plan how to achieve flow society through implementation of Unity principles into all levels of society that is articulated and 

promoted through non profit cooperative “Project Unity”.

The Project Unity concept is based on idea that values and morality must be based on an agreeable common denominator, meaning values need to have physiological and 
psychological anchor (bioethics) in order for the whole to have a meaningful coherence and a pointing vector of effort. 

 Our mission spawned from an idea of recognizing the unifying concept in many ancient traditions, philosophies and core worldviews of self actualized individuals, heavily 
supported by the years of research. Project Unity frames the concept of flow within the context of Unity and describes how an unsuspected unified physio-psychological 
anchor can become a basic facilitator for a positive paradigm change on a global level. 

The change starts now ... it starts with us! 

PLAY VIDEO

https://theflowcode.com/
https://www.flow2unity.com/
https://youtu.be/Pbzm-hYI55U


Project Unity - Quick Walkthrough
Click on the corresponding links to quick browse through Project Unity presentation

PLAY VIDEO

PLAY VIDEO

DOWNLOAD PDF

DOWNLOAD PDF

PLAY VIDEO

The state of flow
Explanation of flow state experience

Decoding the principles of flow
Presentation of the FlowCode

The state of Unity
Project Unity/Paradigm change - Presentation video

The FlowCode - Roadmap to flow personality
Revolutionary topological mapping of the flow

Project Unity - Roadmap to a paradigm change
Unifying paradigm based on the awareness of the unified field

Project Unity website
Project Unity presentation website / Flow2Unity

The FlowCode website
Flow Education Alliance / FlowCode Coach courses & modules

FlowHub website
Online portal for end user with flow triggers & programs

VISIT WEBSITE

VISIT WEBSITE

VISIT WEBSITE

https://youtu.be/9aLohQAoVR8
https://youtu.be/Pbzm-hYI55U
https://theflowcode.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/FlowCode-Complete-roadmap-2020.pdf
https://theflowcode.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Project-Unity-Complete-roadmap-to-paradigm-change.pdf
https://youtu.be/1IMihblnnFc
https://www.flow2unity.com/
https://theflowcode.com/
https://theflowhub.com/


Presentation of systematic paradigm change with non-profit division & 
supporting applications based on the philosophy and principles of Unity. 

Project Unity is built on premise of latest interdisciplinary scientific research in order to share a way to 
a meaningful & desirable state of perception, self improvement and transcendence. 

Experienced unity is used in creation of most desirable “reality tunnel” that merges individual with collective 
creating unity in diversity for the whole of the human race and promote it in highly organized structural fashion. 

Project Unity is based on philosophy of Unity and serves as the ultimate roadmap 
for 21st century personal & societal development.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

The demand for structured flow state based concept and 
programs by individuals at home as well as from corporate, 

sport & other markets is rising. 

FlowCode concept is integrated into wide array of products 
based on the philosophy of flow, generated and promoted by 

the overarching project Unity. 

We wish to offer an integrative approach to training clients & 
groups into a heightened experience of flow. 

FlowCode offers comprehensive education system both online 
and onsite, supporting end user services, products  applicable 

to a wide variety of population.

 NON-PROFIT COOPERATIVE

Project Unity includes a non-profit support system with 
concepts, products & services that promote improvement, 

growth of humanity based on philosophy of Unity. 

Project Unity’s non-profit incorporation opens the possibility of 
funding through both governmental and private funds as well 
as as simple as possible inclusion of all possible partners with 

the vision of advancing the human condition.

Project Unity is partly financed through donations that use the 
blockchain technology to further boost creation of the Unity 

culture, building trust & hamonized  society on all levels.



PROJECT UNITY NON-PROFIT COOPERATIVE
Project Unity strives to bring the principles of flow as well as “Unity based paradigm” into society  through implementations

into education curriculums & other public systems and services in order to facilitate the culture of Unity. 

Project Unity includes an entire spectrum of charity and public work, making communities more cohesive, 
cooperative and meaningful ... uniting our existence through the culture of Unity.

 
Project Unity’s non-profit incorporation opens the possibility of funding through
both governmental and private funds as well as inclusion of all possible partners

with the vision of advancing the human condition.

Public education
Paradigm change always starts with education since there is no other 
effective  way how to approach the individual & collective behaviour. 
Project aims to educate flow/unity concept to teachers involved in 
the public and private education as they have a clear access to youth. 

One of the most important contributors to the development of flow 
culture are physical education teachers and sport specific coaches, 
since flow states and its values can be most effectively transfered 

through physical activities and framework of game/play 
(preschool/kindergarten, K12 programs, university education )

We all breathe the same air.

Public activities 
Project Unity includes an entire spectrum of public activities, 
making communities more cohesive, cooperative and 
meaningful ... uniting our existence through the culture of 
unity. It includes lectures, workshops & organized events that 

are geared toward expering flow within the context of Unity.
(flow in building communities, web promotion, talkshows & 

other media)

Promotion of global Unity culture
Project Unity is striving to expand the Unity culture & 
to share unity principles and concepts with the general 
public on new levels. This includes art, sport, music and 
any other manifestation of culture assigning its work and 

theme under concept of philosophy of Unity.



PUBLIC EDUCATION DIVISION
Flow state has proven over and over again through research 
and practice that it has a great potential to facilitate faster 
learning and gain more focus while studying. Flow concept 
for schools is encouraged to be practiced by teachers in 
kindergarten as well as schools and students at university 
as a part of the standard curicullum.

Playfulness is at the heart of every human being, and physical activity is necessary to maintain our life functions 
in optimum balance. Starting with children, we will search for the playful child in each and every one. Our playful 
vision is that playfullness is a lifestyle, that correspond to the human needs for safety, creativity, love and peace.

Flow school modality is divided into three segments, 1st, 2nd and 3rd triade- In this way we bring appropriate 
flow interventions closer to the age and needs of pupils. It includes complete program of implementation into 
standard education curricullums with effective flow interventions supported with videos, descriptions, textbook 
and guidelines.

Flow modality for physical education teachers is taught as an ongoing learning with assigned accreditation points 
based on legislation of that particular country. It is organized as a winter or summer school and includes basic 
education and specific module that explains and gives complete support for effective implementation into any type 
of content within the PE curricullum. 



GLOBAL UNITY CULTURE & PUBLIC ACTIVITIES
Project Unity is striving to expand the Unity culture & to share Unity 
principles and concepts with the general public on new levels. 

Project Unity includes an entire spectrum of charity and public activities, making communities more cohesive, 
cooperative and meaningful ... uniting our existence through the culture of flow. It includes lectures, workshops & 
organized events that are geared toward expering flow within the context of Unity.

Supporting the development of flow culture includes scientific research, art, sport, music and any other 
manifestation of culture assigning its work and theme under concept of flow philosophy ... to create and share 
within flow culture. Project Unity directly or indirectly supports individuals and organizations to contribute to the 
materialization of flow and Unity principles into their work. 

Project Unity strives for inclusion of all possible partners that promote flow with different levels of engagement. 
Partners can participate and enjoy a shared funding and promotion under unified overarching concept of Unity 
or just use the flow concept alignment and borrow FlowCode and Unity narration in creation and interpretation of 
their products. It includes seal of shared philosophy & public display of mission alignment.



FLOW GLOBAL EDUCATION ALLIANCE
Flow Global education alliance is a collective of individuals 
across the globe, whos mission is to bring “awareness of unity” 
into every aspect of life. It includes FlowCode Coach courses 
supported by additional upgrade modules promoted 
to different population groups.

Basic education modules for understanding the principles of the FlowCode, learning how to create and adapt 
interventions & programs to any situation with ability to further implement vast number of submodalities. 

Further options to diversify knowledge and application of flow to different target groups 
with the help of specific / continuing education modules.

Continuing education modules / Specific submodalities

n  Public education division (non profit division)
n Corporate education division

n Sport education division
n End user education division



BLOCKCHAIN SHAREHOLDING FOR NON PROFIT FUNDING
We have built the content and organizational structure on an extremely fluid, 
permissive and open source basis while using the technology that supports 
Project Unity’s goals and enabling it’s exponential growth.

Blockchain offers new possibilities to facilitate the agency relationship between corporate actors, thereby 
creating trust and transparency while reducing the agency costs for both shareholders and companies through 
the optimisation and modernization. In this way we would be able to exponentially fund the complete scope of 
activities and enabling the Unity concept to thrive as a individual and societal paradigm change.

The final building block that connects all the levels of the project is a DLT based Unity platform that is openly 
shared to use by any NGO to secure funding, shareholding, decentralized digital data sharing and direct democracy 
participation to grow & organize non-profit humanitarian organizations based on exponential technologies. 

The goal is to wittily connect the for profit companies and individuals with non-profit organizations via shared and 
decentralised platform with the end aim to finance and support NGOs and similar organizations.
 
In this way the companies as well as individuals are encouraged via innovative, simple to use intuitive platform to 
donate & participate based on a turnkey solution platform . 
 
DLT based platform plays a role of a financing and management platform for the purposes of Project Unity using 
already pre-built solutions and adapted tools. The openly shared Unity platform includes digital shareholding,  
transparent direct democracy module, digital currency solution (like Freecoin), reward schemes and other 
services.

Combining cryptocurrency with global unity mission statement is a 
powerful combination for creating profound societal change 
(mission of unity and building trust & hamonized society aligns 
with the mission statement of cryptocurrency) ... 

End game is becoming one of the leading cryptocurrencies based 
on Unity narration and supported by a wide array of supporting activities.



PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Project Unity builds its own products and services that are marketed to wide audience of potential users. 

This includes end user products as well as education of educators who spread the flow concepts 
through either individual or group modalities. 

Approach based on FlowCode is integrated into wide array of products based on the philosophy of Unity, generated and promoted by the 
overarching project Unity. It is a scientific & practical backbone for implementation of philosophy of Unity into every branch of society.

FlowCode decodes & maps the principles of flow and serves as the ultimate roadmap for creating and maintaining the state of flow 
on an individual & group level. It is a system that includes vast scientific knowledge base designed toward facilitating and 

sustaining optimal state of flow with proven pre-built & applicable interventions.

FLOWCODE IS SHARED FREELY TO ALL PUBLIC EDUCATION LEVELS
IN THE CONTEXT OF PROJECT UNITY.

FlowCode seeks to become a standardized approach to understanding & implementing the philosophy of Unity.  

It’s mission is to become confirmed and broadly accepted framework that finds inclusion
in curiculum within public education system as well as proven platform

on which to build flow state based concepts & services. 



Overview of applications & products with applied expansion model 
Concept aims to deliver ready to implement flow/unity based products into every segment of society. 

This includes both governmental as non governmental organisations, end user market & education on all levels.

NON-PROFIT COOPERATIVE
Business model Business entity Handouts Division Final product

Tenders, direct offer Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite Public education Flow Kindergarten

Tenders, direct offer Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite Flow School

Tenders, direct offer Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite Flow PE Teacher

Funding, donations, tenders Unity cooperative Charity events & concerts Promotion of global Unity culture Flow Contribution

Funding, donations, tenders Unity cooperative Support & sponsorship Unity Culture rise

Membership Unity cooperative Unity Seal of partnership Unity Partner alliance

Shareholding / ICO Unity cooperative Shareholder structure - UNI Cryptocurrency Unity Blockchain / Cryptocurrency

MARKET PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite Global education alliance Flow Global education alliance (network)

Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - online - onsite FlowCode Coach courses

Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - onsite Corporate performance division Flow Corporate

Paid + recurring Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite Flow Corporate Workshops

Paid + recurring Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - onsite Flow Corporate Long term onsite program

Paid + recurring Unity cooperative Course - workshop - onsite Flow Corporate teambuildings

Paid Unity cooperative Course -  workshop - onsite- online Unity Corporate retreats

Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite Sport performance division FlowCode Golf Academy

Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite FlowCode Apnea Academy

Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite FlowCode Tennis Academy

Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite FlowCode Football Academy

Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite FlowCode Running Academy

Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite End user education division Flow Transcender

Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite Flow Dating

Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite Flow Partnering

Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite Flow Parenting

Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite Flow Kids

Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - app - program - workshop - onsite Flow Center

Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - program - workshop - onsite Unity / Flow Village

Paid + membership Unity cooperative Course - program - online - onsite Flow Quest

Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite Flow Weightloss

Paid + recurring + funding Unity cooperative Course - app - workshop - online - onsite Flow Addiction

Paid Unity cooperative Gadgets - high tech Supporting products Flow Tech wear 

Paid Unity cooperative Tracking gadget Flow HRV tracker

Paid Unity cooperative Tracking gadget Flow Wave tracker

Paid Unity cooperative Tracking gadget Flow Breathing tracker

Paid + recurring Unity cooperative App Flow Mobile apps

Paid Unity cooperative Clothing - accessories Flow Fashion

Paid + recurring + membership Unity cooperative Course - app - online - portal FlowHub 7 & FlowHub Pro Education hub


